Abstract: In the field of human-machine interaction, facial emotion recognition is an essential and important aspect. Past research on facial emotion recognition focuses on the laboratory environment. However, it faces many challenges in the real-world conditions, i.e., illumination changes, large pose variations and partial or full occlusions. Those challenges cause different face areas with different sharpness and completeness. Inspired by this fact, we focus on the authenticity of predictions generated by different <emotion, region> pairs. For example, if only the mouth areas are available and the emotion classifier predicts happiness, then how to judge the authenticity of predictions. This problem can be converted into the contribution of different face areas to different emotions. In this paper, we divide the whole faces into six areas, including nose areas, mouth areas, eyes areas, nose to mouth areas, nose to eyes areas and mouth to eyes areas. To obtain more convincing results, our experiments are conducted on three different databases: FER+, RAF-DB and ExpW. Through analysis on the classification accuracy, the confusion matrix and the Class Activation Map (CAM), we can conclude convincing results. To sum up, contributions of this paper lie in two aspects: (1) We visualize concerned areas of human in emotion recognition; (2) We analyze the contribution of different face areas to different emotions in the wild through experimental analysis. Our findings can be combined with psychological findings to promote the understanding of the emotion expression.
Introduction
With the development of artificial intelligence, there is an explosion of interest in realizing more natural human-machine interaction (HMI) systems. Inspired by psychological findings, Prendinger et al. [1] and Martinovski et al. [2] point out that addressing emotion information in the conversation agents or the dialogue systems can enhance satisfaction and cause fewer breakdowns in the dialogue. Therefore, emotion recognition, as an essential aspect in HMI, is attracting more and more attention [3] [4] [5] .
In the field of emotion recognition, facial expression recognition is a hot research topic due to its wild applications. For example, there are millions of images are being uploaded every day by different users. Their emotion states are useful for recommendation systems to determine whether to push product information. To automatic recognize the affective state of face images from the Internet, facial expression recognition is essential.
Past research on facial expression recognition is a multi-step process, where handicraft features are extracted first, combined with various classifiers and fusion methods. In general, facial features consist of two parts: appearance features and geometry features. As for appearance features, Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [6] , Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [7] , Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [8] and Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [9] are wildly utilized. As for geometry features, the head pose and landmarks are also considered in emotion recognition.
However, targets of the multi-step approach are not consistent. Besides, there is no agreement on appropriate handicraft features for emotion recognition. To solve these problems properly, the multi-step approach is replaced by the end-to-end method, which has gained state-of-the-art performance in many tasks, such as image classification [10] , machine translation [11] , scene classification [12] , image caption generation [13] and speech synthesis [14] . In the end-to-end facial emotion recognition system, original faces cropped into standard size are treated as inputs. And, emotional labels are treated as outputs. End-to-end image classifiers, including AlexNet [15] , VGG [16] , GoogLeNet [17] , ResNet [18] , DenseNet [19] and other variation of those models, are trained to map inputs to corresponding outputs.
Despite great efforts have been made to improve the performance of the facial expression recognition, many challenges still exist. In the real-world conditions, it's difficult to gather faces without the shade from other objects. In the meantime, faces are not always in the frontal pose and the proper light conditions. Therefore, front faces without any noise are not always available in the emotion recognition task.
This question can be partially solved by conducting emotion recognition based on partial faces. The pioneer work by Ekman el al. [20] proposed Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which described facial expression as the combination of multiple action units. Followed with [20] , Tian et al. [21] focused on analyzing different facial parts, i.e., eyes, nose and mouth, and mapping them into Action Units (AU) coding. As for facial expression recognition, Wang et al. [22] Considering the limitation of previous works [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , in this paper, we focus on the authenticity of predictions generated by different <emotion, region> pairs in the wild. For example, if only the mouth areas are available and the emotion classifier predicts happiness, then how to calculate the confidence scores of predictions. This question can be converted into another question: how much information of happiness can be expressed through mouth areas. This question mainly focuses on psychological aspect, and few studies focus on it.
To solve this problem to some extent, we divide the whole faces into six areas, including nose areas, mouth areas, eyes areas, nose to mouth areas, nose to eyes areas and mouth to eyes areas. What's more, we analyze the contribution of different face areas to different emotions in the wild. And, we visualize concerned areas of human in emotion recognition through Class Activation Mapping (CAM) [26] . To obtain more convincing results, our experiments are conducted on three different databases: FER+, RAF-DB and ExpW. Our work has some similarities with Busso et al. [27] . They separate the whole face into the forehead, eyebrow, low eye, right check and left check, and then a separate classifier is implemented for each block. Their experiments are conducted in the lab-controlled environment. However, in our paper, experiments are conducted in real-world conditions. In the meantime, the whole face is divided into smaller parts and more evaluation approaches are adapted. It is reasonable to believe that our findings can promote the understanding of the emotion expression.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the proposed system in detail. Experimental setup and evaluation results are illustrated in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. In Section 5, we conclude the whole paper.
System description i
In this section, the classification model and the visualization model are discussed in detail.
1. As for the classification model, we follow the VGG network.
2. As for the visualization model, we follow the DenseNet-BC architecture in [19] . Through the CAM technique in the visualization model, we can visualize activation parts of different inputs.
Although the visualization model can also be utilized for the classification, we figure out that our classification model can obtain higher classification accuracy than the visualization model. Therefore, we split our classification process and visualization process into two parts. The architecture of two models can be found in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , respectively.
Classification model
As for the classification model, we follow the VGG architecture, which consists of multiple convolutional layers, max pooling layers and a fully-connected layer (FC). The inputs of the system are grey-scale images in 64×64 pixels and the outputs are normalized emotion probabilities.
The system architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . This network increases the depth using an architecture with very small (3×3) convolution filters, whose convolutional stride is fixed to 1 pixel. Batch Normalization [28] and ReLU [29] are also added after the convolutional layers. Batch Normalization alleviates the gradient explosion problems and ReLU is chosen as the activation functions. The max-pooling layer is appended behind two or three convolutional layers, which is performed over a 2×2 pixel window with stride 2. After multiple convolutional layers and max-pooling layers, a FC layer is connected behind to generate emotion probabilities, whose output dimension is Fig. 1 . Flowchart of our classification system. Yellow boxes, green boxes and grey boxes denote the 2D convolutional layers, max pooling layers and fully-connected layers, respectively. The number inside of the yellow box is the number of filters. And the number of neurons of the grey box is the same as the number of categories. Fig. 2 . Flowchart of our visualization system. Three dense blocks are followed behind the inputs, combining global average pooling (GAP) and a fully-connected layer in the end. The outputs of the system are normalized emotion probabilities.
the same as the number of categories in the dataset.
Visualization model
In the visualization model, we follow the DenseNet-BC architecture, which has three dense blocks associated with the global average pooling (GAP) and the FC behind. The inputs of the system are 64×64 grey-scale images and the outputs are normalized emotion probabilities.
The system architecture is shown in Fig. 2 . Before entering into the first dense block, the convolutional layer with 16 output channels is performed on the 64×64 grey-scale images. Three dense blocks are followed behind and each dense block has 16 layers. In each dense block, 3 ×3 convolutional filters are used combining zero-padding with one pixel to keep the feature-map size fixed. Batch Normalization is also added before convolutional layers to alleviate the gradient explosion problems. Between contiguous dense blocks, a transition block is applied to reduce the size and the channel of feature maps. The transition block is composed with a 1×1 convolutional layer, followed with 2×2 average pooling behind. Finally, the GAP and FC are combined to generate emotion probabilities.
CAM technique
CAM is adapted to visualize activation parts of different emotions, which projects back the weights of the output layer on to the convolutional feature maps to identify the importance of the image regions. Concretely, we utilize a weighted sum on the outputs of GAP, which are spatial average of the feature maps generated from the last dense block.
We formulize the process of GAP as:
where fk(x, y) represents value of (x, y) in the k th feature map extracted from the last dense block. F k represents the k th output of GAP, which is spatial average of the k th feature map.
To class c, the class score:
where wk c represents the value connected the k th output of GAP to the class c. Therefore, it is the CAM for inputs, which directly indicates importance of activation at spatial coordinate (x, y) related to class c. By upsampling the CAM to the size of inputs, we can identify image regions, which are the most relevant to the particular category.
Experimental setup
Our system is tested on the FER+ dataset [30] , RAF-DB dataset [31] and the ExpW dataset [32] . These datasets contain seven or eight emotion categories. Seven basic emotion categories, including neutral, happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, disgust and fear, are all contained in three datasets except that contempt is also considered in the FER+ dataset. These datasets are collected in the wild and their emotions are more natural than existing databases [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . In the meantime, their quantity is sufficient to train a robust deep network.
To divide the whole faces into different facial parts, the open-source library, Dlib [38] , is also utilized.
FER+ database
The FER+ database is an extension of the FER database [39] . They re-label each image in the FER database through ten crowd taggers to overcome the noise label issue.
The FER dataset is created to mimic real-world conditions through Google image search API. It consists of 35887 images: 28709 for the training, 3589 for the public testing and 3589 for the private testing. The dataset consists of 48×48 pixel grey-scale facial images. Each face is more or less centered and occupies about the same amount of space. The task is to categorize each face based on the emotion shown in the facial expression into one of seven categories, including neutral, happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, disgust and fear.
Compared with FER, FER+ has eight emotion categories adding contempt as well. We follow the same data selection method provided in [30] . If less than 50% of the votes are integrated, the sample will be removed. Then we combine the training data and the public testing set as the training set and evaluate the model performance on the private testing set. Data distribution of the training set and the testing set is shown in Table 1 . 
RAF-DB database
RAF-DB database is a real-world expression database, which contains 29672 real-word facial images collected by Flickr's image search API. They employed 315 annotators who have been instructed with one-hour tutorial on emotion for an online facial expression annotation assignment. Finally, each image was labeled by about 40 independent labelers. Subjects in the RAF-DB database are range from 0 to 70 years old. There are 52% female, 43% male and 5% remains unsure.
RAF-DB database is divided into single-label subset and two-tab subset. The single-label subset contains seven classes of basic emotion, including neutral, happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, disgust and fear, and the two-tab subset contains twelve classes of compound emotions. In the experiment, we follow the same data selection method provided in RAF-DB and only utilize the single-label subset, which contains 15339 images: 12271 for the training and 3068 for the testing. Data distribution of the training set and the testing set is shown in Table 2 . 
ExpW database
ExpW database is a real-world expression database, which contains 91793 real-word facial images manually labeled with expressions. Each image in the ExpW dataset is labeled into one of seven basic emotion categories: neutral, happiness, surprise, sadness, anger, disgust and fear.
Images in ExpW dataset are collected by Google image search API. At first, they combine a list of emotion-related keywords with different nouns as queries for Google image search. Then they collect images returned from the search engine and run a face detector [40] . Non-face images are removed. Images in the ExpW dataset have larger quantity and more diverse face variations than many databases.
The face confidence score is provided for each image in ExpW, which is range from 0 to 100. To analyze on a cleaner subset, we only choose face image whose confidence score is greater than 60 in the experiment. Since there is no existing separation approach for the training set and testing set, we split the dataset into the training set and testing set by a ratio of 4:1 while keeping the original label distribution. In the end, we utilize 33374 images in the ExpW for the experiment: 26701 for training and 6673 for testing. Data distribution of the training set and the testing set is shown in Table 3 . 
Face region extraction
To divide facial images into different parts, facial landmark detection is essential. We utilize the open-source library, Dlib library, to detect landmarks, which takes the now classic HOG feature set combined with a linear classifier, an image pyramid and the sliding window detection scheme [41] . 68 landmarks are detected by Dlib, which can be found in Fig. 3 . After landmark extraction, we divide the whole faces into six face regions based on the position of corresponding landmarks, including nose areas, mouth areas, eyes areas, nose to mouth areas, nose to eyes areas and mouth to eyes areas. In the division process, we utilize a 'mask' to contain all landmarks of corresponding regions. Landmarks that should be contained for each region can be found in Table  4 , whose index is the same as the index in Fig. 3 . For example, the mouth region should contain 49 th~6 8 th landmarks. The whole faces [1, 68] Finally, an example of the division process is shown in Fig. 4 . Through analysis on Fig. 4 , we can figure out that |width-height| values of different face regions are always greater than 0, especially for eyes areas, mouth areas and eyes to nose areas. It increases the challenges of the emotion recognition process. Therefore, data preprocessing approaches should to be chosen carefully, which is discussed in Sec 4.1 in detail. 
Evaluation results
In this section, we analyze the contribution of different face areas on three datasets: FER+, RAF-DB and ExpW.
Firstly, we compare two data pre-processing methods, and choose the training approach and the testing approach for both classification model in Sec 2.1 and visualization model in Sec 2.2. Secondly, we analyze classification performance based on the whole face, which is calculated by the classification model in Sec 2.1. We treat it as a comparison experiment. Thirdly, we visualize activation parts of the inputs through CAM technique, which is based 
Training and testing approach
To recognize emotions and visualize activation parts, we train the system for both the visualization model and the classification model.
In the training process, Adam [42] optimizer is utilized to minimize the cross entropy loss. Learning rate is set to be 0.05 at first. If the classification accuracy of the testing dataset is decreased, a smaller learning rate will be utilized. As for the data augmentation methods, random crop original inputs into squares and random horizontal flip are chosen to obtain more robust emotion classifiers. Then, each image is normalized to have the same mean and variance in each channel. The maximum training epoch is set to be 100 and early stopping is applied to alleviate overfitting problem. To alleviate the randomness in the training process, we train the system five times and choose the best model according to the performance on the testing set.
In the testing process, data augmentation methods in the training process are replaced. Each face is cropped around the center.
As different images have different width and height, their aspect ratio is distinct, especially for cropped face regions such as mouth areas, whose |width-height| is big. If those images are cropped into square in the data argumentation process, they will lose much information. Therefore, we utilize a padding approach to convert original inputs into standard images whose |width-height| are 0.
To verify the effectiveness of the padding process, we compare classification accuracy on the RAF-DB dataset on two conditions: with padding and without padding. Classification accuracy can be found in Table 5 . Through analysis on Table 5 , we can figure out that the padding approach is useful to train a better system. Therefore, we will utilize the padding approach in the following experiments.
Performance of the whole faces
To analyze the generation ability of trained models, we visualize the classification probabilities of the testing dataset through the confusion matrix, which is generated by the classification model in Sec 2.1. Furthermore, we treat outputs of GAP in the visualization model in Sec 2.2 as bottleneck features. And, we visualize these features through t-SNE [43] , which is realized under scikit [44] . The confusion matrixes and t-SNE results are shown in Fig. 5 . The same phenomenon can be found through two analysis methods.
We can figure out that the recognition performance of disgust and fear are bad through the confusion matrix in Fig.  5 (c) . Besides, we can figure out that different emotion categories have a large overlap with others in t-SNE results. However, the confusion matrix and t-SNE results in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) are better than (c). Therefore, we are convinced that models trained by the FER+ dataset and the RAF-DB dataset have better generation performance than the ExpW dataset, which is related to the quality of labeling approach of each dataset.
Through further analysis on three confusion matrixes in Fig. 5 , we can find that happiness always has the highest classification accuracy. Besides happiness, anger, sadness, surprise and neutral also have good performance. However, fear and disgust always have worse performance than other emotions. Such phenomenon is related with unbalanced label distribution. In the meantime, it is also related with the definition of each emotion. The definition of happiness is clear and definite for most people. However, the definition of fear and disgust are blurring. Different people can mistake fear and disgust for different emotions. In the FER+ database, fear is easily confused with surprised and sadness, and disgust is easily confused with neutral and happiness. As for the RAF-DB dataset, the definition of fear and surprise are blurring. And, the disgust is easily mistaken for neutral and anger. In the ExpW dataset, disgust is easily confused with sadness and fear is easily confused with surprise.
Through analysis on three different datasets, we can find that fear and surprise are always easily confused with each other, which is related with the human perceptions of fear and surprise. The borderline of fear and surprise are quite blurring. Some emotions contain both fear and surprise, such as frighten. Through Plutchik's three-dimensional emotion model in [45] , we can also find the same phenomenon that fear and surprise are close to each other in the psychological aspect.
As contempt only appears in the FER+ dataset and only few samples are labeled into contempt, results of contempt is lack of confidence. Therefore, contempt is ignored in the following experiments.
CAM visualization
We visualize facial activation areas through CAM for CNNs with GAP. Heatmap is visualized through COLORMAP_JET color mapping realized under opencv, which varies from blue (low range) to green (mid range) to red (upper range). To show heatmaps on original images, we combine them together through weighted coefficient in [26] :
Heatmaps of different emotions in three datasets are shown in Fig. 6 .
As mouth areas, nose areas and eye areas are colored in most cases in Fig. 6 (a), (b) and (c), we can infer that those areas are related with emotion expression. In the meantime, there are few colors on the forehead and cheek, which shows that the forehead and cheek have less contribution to the emotion expression.
As the red refers higher activation values than the blue, we can further figure out that mouth areas convey more emotional information than nose areas and eye areas, as heatmaps for mouth regions are close to red. Besides, areas around eyes and noses are colored blue. Therefore, those areas also count.
As for happiness, mouth areas are always colored in red, and eyes areas and nose areas are always colored in blue on three datasets. It shows that happiness is related with mouth areas in most cases. And eyes areas and nose areas contribute less than mouth areas for the happiness.
As eyes areas and mouth areas are always colored in red for fear (and surprise), which shows that eyes areas and mouth areas convey more information than nose areas in those emotion states.
As for disgust and angry, those emotions are relate with the whole faces. Multiple face regions contribute to generate disgust and angry.
Contribution of different face areas
To compare the impact of different face areas, we train seven classification models based on seven face areas, including nose areas, mouth areas, eyes areas, nose to mouth areas, nose to eyes areas, mouth to eyes areas and the whole face areas. The training process and the testing process followed with Sec. 4.1 except inputs are replaced by corresponding face regions. For example, as for mouth areas, we only utilize mouth for both training and testing, and corresponding emotion labels are treated as outputs.
Our experiments are conducted on three datasets. Classification performance for seven face areas in the testing set is shown in Table 6 . We also visualize the confusion matrix of the testing set for mouth, nose and eyes areas in Fig. 7 . Through analysis on Table 6 and Fig. 7 , we can figure out that compound regions (such as nose and mouth areas) always have better classification performance than corresponding basic areas (such as nose areas or mouth areas). In the meantime, the whole face areas always achieve the highest classification accuracy among seven face regions. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the expression approach for each emotion is related to the whole faces. And taking into account larger face areas is helpful to judge expressions more precisely.
As mouth areas have the highest classification accuracy among basic areas through analysis on Table 6 , we can figure out that the mouth areas convey a lot of information about facial emotions.
As for the neutral, happiness and anger, mouth areas always gain the highest classification accuracy among basic areas through analysis on Fig. 7 . It is reasonable to conclude that expression approaches for those emotions are related with mouth areas.
As for surprise, eyes areas lead to the least confusion among basic areas in most cases. We can figure out that eyes areas contain much information for the surprise.
Conclusions
Facial expression recognition is an essential aspect in the human-machine interaction. However, it faces many challenges in real-world conditions, such as illumination changes, large pose variations and partial or full occlusions, which cause different face areas with different sharpness and completeness. Therefore, we focus on answering the emotion recognition confidence based on partial faces through analysis on the contribution of different face areas to different emotions, including nose areas, mouth areas, eyes areas, nose to mouth areas, nose to eyes areas, mouth to eyes areas and the whole faces.
Through analysis the confusion matrix, CAM results and the classification accuracy on three different datasets (including the FER+ dataset, the RAF-DB dataset and the ExpW dataset), we can figure out universal approaches for different emotion expression. We figure out that mouth areas convey a lot of information about facial emotions, especially for the neutral, happiness and anger. And eyes areas contain much information for the surprise.
Furthermore, we can judge expressions more precisely through considering larger face areas.
Our work can be combined with findings in the psychological aspect. The contribution of this paper is critical to the study of human behaviors, and it can also promote the understanding of emotion expression. 
